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Problem Statement Contribu?ons

Analysis and Conclusion

• The majority of existing speech emotion recognition(SER) models are

trained and evaluated on a single corpus and a single language setting.

These systems do not perform as well when applied in a cross-corpus and

cross-language scenario. [2] [3]

• MTL for SER with gender, naturalness and arousal as auxiliary tasks has

shown to enhance the generalisation capabilities of the emotion models.

This work introduces language ID as another auxiliary task in MTL frame-

work to explore the role of spoken language on emotion recognition which

has not been studied yet.

• Performed SER experiments with various feature sets and classifiers for 5

datasets in 4 different languages.

• Compared performance of classical ML models with deep learning based

models for the same task.

• Proposed a multi-task learning approach that learns speech emotion

recognition jointly with language identification.

• Studied the role of language spoken on emotion recognition because if

expression of emotion is language agnostic we could train emotion

recognition models with high resource languages and use the same models

for low resource ones. [4] [5]

Base models: Speech Emo?on Recogni?on for 5 datasets.                                         System1

System2

• For SER experiments on individual dataset, we observe from Table 2 that SVC

classifier with IS09 input features gave the best performance for four out of 5

datasets. Classical machine learning models may perform as well as deep

learning models for SER tasks given we choose the right input features.

• We also note a huge difference in accuracy scores when using the same LSTM

classifier and only changing the input features i.e. MFCC and IS09. LSTM

model with IS09 input features gives beaer emo?on recogni?on performance

for four out of 5 datasets. These experiments suggest the superiority of IS09

features as compared to MFCC’s for SER tasks.

• Results in table 3 do not show improvement with using language as an

auxiliary task in speech emo?on recogni?on. While a improvement would

have suggested that language spoken does affect the way people express

emo?ons in speech, the current results are more sugges?ve of the fact that

emo?on in speech are universal i.e. language agnos?c. People speaking

different languages express emo?ons in the same way and SER models could

be jointly trained across various SER corpus we have for different languages.

Due to the lack of adequately

sized emo?on corpus in many

languages, researchers have

previously tried training

emo?on recogni?on models on

cross-corpus data i.e. training

with data in one or more

language and tes?ng on

another. This approach sounds

valid only if we consider that

expression of emo?on is same

in all languages i.e. no maaer

which language you speak, the

way you convey your

happiness, anger, sadness etc

will remain the same.

• The first set of experiments focused on performing speech emo?on

recogni?on for the 5 datasets individually. We perform a 5-way classifica?on

by choosing 5 emo?ons common in all datasets i.e. happy, sad, fear, anger

and neutral.

• For each dataset, we experiment with different types of features and

classifiers. To generate Mel- frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features

we used the Kaldi-toolkit. We keep a maximum of 120 frames of the input to

end up with (120,13) feature vector for each uaerance.

• We also tried a different feature set i.e. IS09 emo?on feature set[1] which

has in previous research shown good performance on SER tasks.

• We created test datasets from each of the 5 datasets by leaving one speaker

out for small datasets (EMOVO, EMODB, SAVEE) and 2 speakers out for the

larger datasets (IEMOCAP, MASC). We performed SER using both classical

machine learning and deep learning models. We present a compara?ve

study across all datasets, feature sets and classifiers in table 2.

To verify this hypothesis, we came up with a multi-task framework that jointly

learns to predict emotion and the language in which the emotion is being

expressed. The framework is illustrated in figure 2. LSTM network comprises

of 2 hidden layers with 128 LSTM cells, followed by a dense layer of size 5

with SoftMax activation. The SER performance of using training data from all

languages and training a single classifier in a multi-task setting is mentioned in

table 3.
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Table 2: SER performance for each of the 5 datasets using different feature sets and classifiers.

Table 3: Mul?-task learning. The table only shows accuracy scores for emo?on recogni?on. 

Model always predicted language ID with very high accuracy(>97%)

Table 1: Data Statistics
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In future we would like to experiment with more architectures and feature sets.

We would also like to extend this study to include other languages, specially low

resource languages. Since all datasets in this study were acted speech, another

interes?ng study would be to note the differences that arise when dealing with

natural speech.
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